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1. Introduction

Problems of inductive inference and the ethics of the clinical trial of new
drugs have led statisticians to pay much attention to the stopping rules in exper-
iment designs [1], [2], [3]. I suggest that for clinical trials the statisticians
should probably be paying as much attention to the problem of starting rules.
When should a new material go into clinical trial? At what dose? At what
frequency? By what route?

"Starting" problems also reflect problems of inductive inference, but of a
different order of magnitude, or of a different qualitative nature than the prob-
lems of inductive inference following clinical trials. There the question is how
to extend the findings on a small group of humans, selected in some special way,
treated under some special circumstances, by special physicians, to the much
larger group of humans suffering from the same illness, but to be treated under
less specialized circumstances by less specialized physicians in less specialized
institutions. In the preclinical trial phase, the earliest work is done on non-
human species, almost always with different metabolic schemes and systems than
man. The jump from these results to man is sometimes a large leap, made mostly
in the dark.

If inferences within a species are difficult, as almost all writers on clinical
trials attest by their urging of cautious generalizations and limited extensions
of the trial results [4], [5], then what must be the difficulties of making the
species to species jump that the preclinical trial work requires? I see three major
pretrial problems for which a body of statistical theory may need to be built.
Two of the three derive from the species to species problem.

2. Predictability for man of screening in lower animals

The first problem is, why try a given new material in man? Either a strong
biochemical rationale has been developed for the action of the material, or work
in lower animals has shown activity against the illness in which we are interested.
Signs of this activity are often found through a screening process, and the
statisticians have attended to the development of efficient screening procedures
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[6], [7], [8]. They lhave done muhell less, howvever, in developing techniq(ues for
sorting out whether the screens are effective predictors for the same disease in
man. For examl)le, in the early work of screening for antimalarials, the avian
screens used -were not good l)redictors for activity in maii. A p)rimate screen
using monkeys as the test animal eventually led to the development of useful
substitutes for quininie [9], [10]. Today's anticanicer screenis also may be uni-
suitable.

Evaluation of the effectiveness of the animlial screens in the anticancer area
is beset by equal, or perhaps greater, difficulties. The animal screens have to
be looked upon not as predictiiig devices but rather as techniiques for conceni-
trating or enriching the mix from which one selects the materials to try in manl.
A good screen is a device for increasinig the p)robability that a material when
tested in man will yield positive responses. Within the framework it. would be
meaningful to find which screen(s) gives the maximnum concentrationi, or whether
it might be possible to combine the results from several screens in somie rational
way to give a higher concenitratioin. Since almost only those nmaterials showing
substantial activity in the animal screens are ever tested inl man, suitable data
to develop correlations as the statistician understanids them are not available.
Correlations computed from truncated samples, as these are, substantially under-
estimate the true correlations [11].

There are some l)roblems of costs that need to be considered. The problem
may need to be formiulated several differenit ways. The first, and obvious cost,
is the cost of false positives. A screen callinig a treatment l)ositive which later
proves to be useless in man carries with it thc ethical cost of testing an ineffective
drug in man-ipossibly evenI depriving the p)atienlt of a better treatmilenit. In this
forimulationi, the measure of worth of a screcen would be the "concenitrationi" of
true l)ositives achieved. The higher the concenltrationi, the snmaller the propor-
tion of false l)ositives, and henice the lower the ethical costs. However, a pure
coilceitratioin technique runs the risk of losiing potentially useful m1aterials (that
is, false negatives) aiid a way to allow for the cost of discarding useful materials,
depriving l)atients of their l)otential, mlust be developed. Dunnett [12] proposed
that the cost of one false negative was what it cost to l)roduce one true positive-
because for each material lost, one new one would have to be found to replace it.

Relating "activity" in animals to activity in man assumes that there are good
and suitable measures of activity in maii. It is toAvard this latter goal that the
controlled clinical trial, with a l)lacel)o as one of the first agents to be entered
into coml)arison, is directed. There is evidence, in canicer at least, that measured
responses to the same material differ substantially fromii time to time and l)lace
to place [13], [14]. What is active in one formll of the disease is not active in
others. Several l)eol)le have suggested that these differenices are a reflection of
patient differences more than anythinig else [13], [16]. The statistical l)roblem
here lies in the design of trials, and ini the discovery of p)redicting variables (or
covariates) that would tend to miinimize these l)atient differences, or at least
)ermit the experimenter to take themi inito accounit wNhen analyzing his results.
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Whether the techniques of the psychologists such as factor analysis and related
methods have any place here, has not been determined. Some workers have
tried regression techniques [17]. At least one approach using a reliability type
attack seems to have yielded a meaningful result [18]. Some quite simple clas-
sification schemes have proved to be highly discriminiatory. One, involving only
the physician's subjective estimates of expected survival before treatment [19],
was able to segregate patients into a group which had a 30 per cent response
rate in contrast to another group which had a 70 per cent response rate. The
other, utilizing two or three blood count measures [16] had similar success in
classification.
On the other side of the coin is the toxicity of the material. Almost all ther-

apeutic agents have some toxicity for some men. The problem here is the same
problem as the problem of screening for activity. If one screens for toxicity,
how much faith, emphasis, reliance does one place on signs of toxicity shown
in animals as an indicator of toxicity in man? This, of course, is the problem
facing any regulatory agency. If asl)irin leads to stomach wall erosion in cats,
does it mean that it is unsuitable as a drug to be used in man? If quininie dev-
astates dogs, should men not use it? If thalidomide appears to produce little in
animals except, perhal)s, some minor signs of central nervous system toxicity,
is it a suitable material to give to pregnant womeni for control of their "morning
sickness"? The regulatory agencies may be in a "no false negatives" situation.
It may be necessary for them to attempt to permit no possibility of ever sayiing,
"This is a nontoxic material"-and then have it prove to have some toxicity on
(even a small number of) humans. This certainty is incapable of achievement.
In the treatment of very serious diseases, the limitation of no toxicity what-
ever is not required. It is recognized that activity is bought at a price of some
toxicity. The disease and its natural consequences determine the maximum
toxicity permissible. As one approach, attempts are made to produce the greatest
yield for a permissible toxicity.
How useful then are the animal screens in foreshadowinig toxicity in mail?

What can the statistician do to help interpret the animal data and make them
more meaningful to the physician who will eventually treat men-even at a
risk of some toxicity? In the history of the anticancer drugs, some kinds of
toxicity in man seem to be well forecast by the toxicity seen in experimental
animals-and others are missed (quite frequeiltly [20]. Litchfield [21] in speak-
ing of drugs in general remarked that: "Many of the most serious side effects
that can result when a drug is given to man were not predictable from observa-
tionis oIn dogs or rats. . . [But] effects on man could be plredicted better from
observations oIn dogs than from those on rats."
Bound up in this problem of what the pharmacologists like to call "qualitative

predictability," is the problem of quantitative predictability. If one is unable to
predict what kind of toxicity will appear in man, how is one able to suggest a
dose of drug that will produce only minimal toxicity? Though this is a dilemma,
it is possible to escape between the hornis. This requires a redefiinitioni. If toxicity
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is defined as "any bad effects that would cause us to limit or reduce the amount
of drug administered," rather than a given amount bone marrow damage, or liver
damage, or central nervous system derangement, then it may be possible to find
doses that do not produce dose limiting toxicity-in spite of the poor specific
systems prediction from animals. Perhaps an answer can be gotten to the ques-
tion: "Is there limiting toxicity in man that is not predicted by the animal
systems?" For this, one cannot assume that toxicity to each major system devel-
ops independently of the others, and that the only limitation is that excessive
toxicity is reached in a single system. Clearly, sublimiting toxicity in several
systems may leave a patient sufficiently ill that we would call him "toxic" and
stop treatment. However, as a first approximation, these systems might be
thought of as independent and the system which shows the greatest toxicity is
the system that limits treatment. A review of the data is now in order to see
which combination of animal systems is capable of predicting "limiting" toxicity.
This approach will be of less help in those illnesses for which limiting toxicity
must be very slight, because the illness, itself, is very minor. In these diseases
the pressure to find new materials is probably also slight.

3. Starting dose in man

The next operational stage after deciding that there is enough information
from the animal work to justify going to man, is to go to man. But at what
dose does one start? And how does one increase (decrease) it? Since the essential
requirement in working in man is to not harm him ([22], p. 102), the initial
exploratory doses of a drug must be low with respect to the dose expected to
cause toxicity, yet high enough to show some positive activity. Such a dose may
be unattainable if the drug is incapable of producing such effects. Usually, worry-
ing about toxicity first, the drug is started at some presumed very low dose and
then escalated in the hope of reaching acceptable activity before reaching un-
acceptable toxicity.

In research on new anticancer drugs, the advice is often given [20] to give
the first dose in man at 1/10 the maximum tolerated dose in the most sensitive
species of lower animal in which the material has been tested. If dose is com-
puted on a mg/kg basis, it is no great surprise to find that very often the "most
sensitive species" is the largest (heaviest) species on which the material has
been tested. This has led to considerable suspicion among pharmacologists that
not all drugs are metabolized in some way proportional to the weight of the
organism [23]. At least one instance has been recorded in which a drug was
given to an elephant, basing the dose on what would be suitable for man on a
mg/kg basis. The result was an elephantine disaster [24]. A suitable starting
dose in man might better be based on a mg/M2 basis, that is, on a surface,
rather than a volume, or weight basis [25]. This observation has yielded some
interesting results [26]. Some proponents of the mg/M2 school (in the anticancer
drug area) propose a starting dose at 1/3 the maximum tolerated dose in the
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animal work. There is less talk of a "most sensitive species," since the surface
measure as a metameter brings the species closer together. This result in the
antitumor agents may not apply to other classes of materials. Brodie, Cosmides,
and Rall [27] caution: "Most anti-tumor agents should be considered apart from
agents which affect complex homeostatic systems." This would seem to mean
that whatever generalizing schemes one develops from observation of the anti-
tumor drugs may not apply to other drugs. But even within the limited context
of the antitumor drugs, two questions still remain. Why 1/10, or 1/3 (or any
other fraction) of the animal dose? And having started at this level, how does
one proceed to raise the dose, if one must, in a cautious, reasonable fashion?

Clearly the 1/10, or 1/3, or 1/n, derives from personal experience. In spite
of the vagueness of the term, "maximum tolerated dose," people who have
worked with these drugs seem to have found that most of the time a dose at
1/10 (or 1/3) the most sensitive animal dose produced no trouble in man. The
fraction chosen is a function of the slope of the dose response curve. If 1/10 the
dose computed on a mg/kg scale gives about the same toxicity as does 1/3 of
the dose computed on a mg/M2 scale, then some assumptions have been made
about the slopes of response curves and the acceptable starting level of toxicity
in man. An infinite number of combinations of these assumptions will satisfy
these conditions. The slope and toxicity level should be stated explicitly, so that
when working with new materials, for which slope information can be developed,
starting levels other than 1/10 or 1/3 will be used if indicated, to achieve the
desired low levels of toxicity.
Having started at some "safe" dose, the problem is still to move from this

level to an "effective" dose. In some ways, this movement resembles the sequen-
tial procedures suggested by many statisticians [28], [29], [30] for developing
a dose level for an LD50 (or some other response level). But the up and down
procedures, and the usual "overshooting" in animal experiments are not ethically
acceptable in an experiment on man. We must be able to come up to the proper
dose from below, slowly working up to the higher level at which toxicity is more
likely to occur. Several suggestions have been made for edging up to the proper
dose-but none are fully satisfactory. Probably the least satisfactory was a sug-
gestion [31] for an escalation of dose, beginning at a fixed level d, choosing some
arbitrary, but small, dose interval A. If the first trials at dose d show no toxicity,
the next trials are carried out at dose d + A. If there is still no toxicity the
following dose will be at dose d + 2A; and subsequent doses at d + 4A, d + 8A,
and so forth. The increasingly larger steps between successive doses have made
this suggestion one which many physicians feel embodies too much risk of jump-
ing to a very toxic dose.
A decreasing step suggestion also has been made. This is due to Bellman

([32], p. 342) in another context, and I have not seen it in any published account
of preliminary dose finding. The Bellman suggestion is a form of Fibonacci
search. Three decisions have to be made here: the initial dose d, the maximum
possible dose d', and N, the number of steps allowable in moving upward from
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dose d to dose d'. By taking a Fibonacci series of length N + 1, inveltinig the
order, and spacing the doses in )roportion to the N intervals in the series, one
would take smaller and smaller steps in moving from d to d'. This cautious
approach has considerable appeal.

Several problems remain unsolved even with the Fibonacci search. If d', the
"highest possible" dose, is reached and still Ino toxicity is seeni, should a new
"highest" d" be set, and a new N, say N', and a new search sequence followed
from d' to d"? The first jump in a new search sequence will almost always be
larger than the last jump in going from d to d'. How does one justify this in a
program dedicated to cautious "creeping up"? Several suggestions have been
made, including that each dose above d' be made larger by an amount equal
to the last step in the prior search that brought one to d'. This, of course, loses
the efficiency of the Fibonacci search. No guide seems to exist for the choice
of the number of steps, or terms in the basic series-and, of course, all the )rob-
lems inherent in any other system requiring a decision about a proper "lowest"
dose d, exist here, too. A l)roblem of sample sizes exists here, too. Should there
be equal sample sizes (how many?) at every stel), or should the number of ia-
tients at a step increase (decrease) upon approaching the high dose?
There are complications even within a species when searching for an optimal

dose. Probably it is best to find a possible startinig dose, and theni work from
there to an optimal dose-within the same species. Extrapolation between species
of an optimal dose at this point seems unwise, and unattainable. As an example
of some of the difficulties, an attempt was made to use toxicity data on normal
mice to indicate the best routes and dose levels (that is, the routes and level
which would give longest median survival), for two drugs, given by two routes
[33]. Table I shows that in none of the four cases did the normal animal "max-

TABLE, I

"MAXIMUM TOLEIRATED" DOSE VEIRSUS "LONGEST SURVIVAL' DOSE
Maximum dose always is highest dose with no dimitlution in medianl survival, or dose

1 step below lowest dose which produced decreased survival in normiials. Part of the problem
here may be attempting to equate a rather vaguely defined "maximum tolerated" dose, with
a more sharply realizable "optimal" dose.

I)rug: M'.TX I)CMTX

Rouite: Subcutaneous Oral Subcutaneous Oral

Max. dose inl normtials 1.3 2.1 43 27
Dose giviiig lonigest survival in

L-121t) bearinlg nice .76 3.3 7{

Dose steps difference -1 +1 +1 +2

imum tolerated dose" coincide with the dose that produced the longest survival
in tumor bearing animals, although in no case was the difference more than
two dose steps away.
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Other procedures for startinig dose finding have been attempted in man with
varying degrees of success. When some preliminary "safe" dose data are known,
a two stage procedure has been used. The first stage tries several doses as a
preliminary, to verify the safety of the doses. Toxicity is observed at each of
these doses, and those that produce too high toxicity are ruled out at once. The
second stage of the search then narrows to one or two doses, apparently closer
to the level that gives acceptable toxicity. This approach was used by DeVita
and his colleagues [34] in the comparison of three different dose schedules of
the same drug.

In the first stage of the DeVita study this was the plan of attack:

single dose given at 300, 400 mg/m2 once;
daily dose given at 100, 150, 200 mg/M2 once a day for 3 days;
weekly dose given at 25, 50, 75, 100, 125 mg/M2 once a week for 6 weeks.

Toxicity began to appear at some of these dose levels, and levels for the second
stage were chosen:

single dose 250 mg/M2;
daily for 3 days 125 mg/M2;
weekly for 6 weeks 90 mg/M2.

However, unforeseen troubles arose, and the authors' remarks are worth quoting:
"The results indicated a discrepancy between toxicity in the preliminary (lst
stage) and subsequent (2nd stage) trials. For instance, in this study one would
not have expected to see a difference in toxicity at the 90 and 100 mg/sq m
weekly dose schedules. Yet the data indicate that in the 2nd stage of the study
a dose of 90 mg/sq m/week was less toxic in terms of leukopenia and throm-
bocytopenia. . . . This discrepancy also applies to the 125 and 150 mg/sq m
dose levels. One possible explanation is that a certain amount of bias exists in
that patients with a poorer risk are selected for the early clinical trials. As in-
formation becomes available, the investigators obtain experience in using the
drug, and patients with less advanced disease are probably selected."
What does this imply for the statistician (and physician)? It implies that

experiment designs have to be developed that can reduce the patient selection
bias that seems to have entered this otherwise very well designed study. For
single, and isolated studies this may not be possible. But where a research group
is involved in a continuing program of drug evaluation, it may be attainable.
An enlargement of statistical techniques to encompass research programs rather
than one at a time studies appears to be in order. A randomization scheme bc-
tween studies, as well as within studies, might achieve it. Patients would be
randomized to one of several studies, and then to the specific treatment and
dose within each separate study. Thus, if a research group were working with
several drugs at once the first randomization would assign the patient to drug X
and the second randomization would assign him to treatment a within drug X.
The difficulties of changing quality of patients would be largely avoided by
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having all patients eligible for all studies going on at any time. This might be
administratively difficult to work out, but the administrative price would be
worth paying to avoid the scientific or inferential error that DeVita suggests:
"This [bias] . . . may result in the selection of less effective dose levels and
contribute to lower response rates."
DeVita touches on an important philosophic problem here, too. If patient

selection bias could lead to a less effective dose, it may be important to specify
that early trials be conducted on the same kind of patients that one hopes to
eventually use the drugs on. On the other end of the scale perhaps we may
spare future generations of medical students if it is demonstrated that finding
toxicity levels in "normals" does not tell too much about proper dose levels in
sick people.

4. Optimal dose

Dr. DeVita's comment leads directly to the problem of optimal dose. If the
candidate drug is given at a dose far from its optimal level, we could well under-
estimate its effectiveness. In fact, in comparative, controlled clinical trials, if
there is any bias, it is most often against the new drug. Comparing a new
material against an older one is comparing not only materials but also all the
collective experience in handling the materials. Knowledge of how to handle the
old material, how to administer it, how to treat its side effects, tends to increase
the probability that a patient on the old drug will be treated better. Perhaps
some organized way can be developed to give new drugs the added help they
need in competing with the older ones.

First, the multiple actions of the drug must be recognized-if no more than
to categorize some of these into "positive" actions, and some into "negative."
Then, the competition between these two sets of actions must be taken into
account. The ideas of decision theory seem to have some place here, and the
introduction of cost functions gives promise of finding a route to an optimum-
the properly "balanced" dose. I have suggested an approach to this optimal
dose finding through minimizing a cost function which consists of two parts:
the costs due to failure to produce a positive response; and the costs ascribable
to producing toxicity [35]. The two are tied together by a weighting factor
which attempts to assess the relative worth of the two elements. This weighting
factor is a subjective function of the disease to be treated. Thus, in a self-limiting
disease of minor consequence the cost of toxicity is far greater than the cost of
the failure to produce a response, and the weighting factor must be large (for
example, the treatment of "morning sickness" in pregnant women can permit
no drug which could damage the foetus).
An attempt was made to apply this minimum cost concept in an artificial

situation under some very restricting assumptions, using Monte Carlo techniques
[36]. The work done implied the need for more sophisticated stopping rules, and
a better model of the disease. This paper raised more questions than it answered.
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Specifically, the dose finding procedure used (a hypothetical) three patients at
a dose, and assumed the response indicated either a pressure to raise the dose U,
or lower the dose D, for the next stage of the trial. The eight possible configura-
tions of the U and D each led to a new dose configuration at the next stage in the
trial. Some of the eight combinations of the U and D led to half step jumps in
dose. Stopping rules were promulgated based on the repetition of dose patterns,
much as in the up and down techniques in bioassay. Monte Carlo procedures
were used to determine how effective these rules were, whether they led to un-
biased estimates (they did not!) and to determine the average duration of exper-
iments. Here are some of the deficiences of this scheme.

"First, there is the unreality of some of the assumptions. Each 'patient' is used
once. . . . Our 'up-down' criteria are not good. We have limited ourselves to
yes-no responses. Strong indications for movement (that is, great toxicity) should
lead to larger dose steps than the steps indicated here. We have not considered
speed of reaching toxicity, or recognizable activity. Our definition of optimality
conceals an assumption about how we react, for example to a toxicity-with-no-
response result compared to a no-toxicity-with-no-response result. We have not
considered optimal spacing in time or route of administration.
"We have examined only one dose-finding configuration. Our stopping rules

are arbitrary. Our movement rules contain only one shortening of the dose in-
terval. An estimation procedure which is sensitive to the narrowing of the dose
interval is needed. Perhaps the stopping rules can be tied to the estimation proce-
dure. We have not examined whether a two-dose stage, or a four-dose stage, or
more than one individual at a dose stage (for example) could produce earlier
stopping, fewer way-out doses, or a more uniform average experiment size. In
fact, we have not defined a measure for optimality in deciding between different
dose-finding configurations. Different dose-finding configurations need to be
invented, and tested for comparison with the one presented . . . and perhaps
an optimal procedure for finding an optimal dose can be found."

There are other ways of trying to counter the problem of possible bias in-
troduced by giving a drug at only one dose. For example, in a comparative
clinical trial, where there is uncertainty about the best dose for the new drug,
it might be possible to give the new drug at several dose levels, for comparison
with the old drug, given at its optimal level. This raises experiment design prob-
lems with ethical consequences. Should the total anticipated number of patients
be split between the new drug and the old, new drug patients further split, into
the various dose groups? Or should we consider each dose level as a different
drug, to be compared with a single control and increase the number in the control
group by the square root of the number of doses, as suggested (in another con-
text) by Dunnett [37]? Or should we take ourN patients and divide them equally
among the k dose groups, plus one control group, assigning each group N/(k + 1)
patients? The Dunnett inspired suggestion appeals to me. For k different dose
groups on the new drug this assigns the proportion k1'2/(k"/2 + 1) of the patients
to the new drug. If the largest number of doses one would use for a new drug
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would be four, this would assiogn 2/3 of the cases to the inew drug. This might
be acceptable ethically.

5. Summary

Three major statistical (experiment design) problems have been described in
bringing a new drug to clinical trial. Two of these derive from the difficulties of
extrapolation between species. The other is a wvithin species difficulty, anid is
no less for experimental animals than it is for man. Questions of ethical exper-
imentationi on man make this last )roblem more difficult to solve in man than
in experimental animals.
The three major problems are these.
(1) What is the predictability for man of screeninlg (both for activity anid for

toxicity) in lower animals? How can it be improved? Is it meaningful to talk
about correlation, as the statistician uses this term, in this context? We conclude
that it is not, anid that some other measures of "goodness" are involved.

(2) Given animal toxicity data how does one find a safe and satisfactory start-
ing dose in man? We suggest a combination of information oII both toxicity anld
l)ositive response, and a more explicit awareiless (and use) of the slopes of the
appropriate dose response curves. Some schemes for randomization of patients
are suggested for groups studyiiig more than one drug, to help avoid patient
drift bias.

(3) How does one finid an optimal dose for a new material which is to be
tested in a controlled comparative clinical trial? (Anything other than optimal
leads to bias against the newnmaterial.) Two not wholly satisfactory proposals
are made, and reasonis given for their unsatisfactoriness. These procedures are
a miinimum loss approach, anid a dose response approach. No other explicit
formal dose finldiing methods are known to us.
The problems of the startiing rules for clinical trials designed to lead to proper

iinferences appear to be as difficult as the problems of stopping rules for clinical
tr ials that recent work on sequential designs has brought to attention.
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